
Child car seati KIDSJflex 

... is flexible, comfortable and secure 

5-point seat belt including quick lock

adjustable back angle

patented headrest "Kick-Back" 

a lot of innovative accessories 

HK-Care 



child car seat �1(1D$) flex
... a car seat for children with special needs 

The KIDSflex child seat is a restraining car seat for physically and/ or mentally disabled children. It is qualified for

being installed in most of the customary vehicles. The car seat is designed to be used in the backseat of a car and 
requires a 3-point safety belt. 

The seat can be placed behind the passenger seat or behind the driver seat if the belt is converted accordingly. 
Additional to the cars seat belt, the KIDSflex comes with a 5-point seat belt who gently
protect your child. 

clamp strap 

ISOFIX-adapter 
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The aqjustable seat depth as well as the variable belt route in the 
backrest offer plenty possibilities to adapt the seat to to the 
growth of the child. The needed individual aids for your child can 

be selected from the abundant accessories. 

Even if the three different sizes of the KIDSflex do not match the 
stature of your child, we offer a flexible solution for this: we custo
mize the needed dimensions individually! 

A popular feature is the innovative swivel which simplifies the 

transfer of the child even though it is gaining weight. The pivot 

point was moved from the center to a rear and outer position. 

This enables the seat to move away from the car seats 
backrest during the rotation and simultaneously towards the 
doorway. During the development, great emphasis was 
placed on a compact design, so the total height does not 
increase! 

The body part that moves the most during a crash is 

the head. For this reason, the headrest "Kick-Back" 
was developed. Thanks to the patented predeter
mined bending points the kinetic energy of the 
head can be absorebed and avoids dangerous 
injuries. 

default 

angular adjustment Seat depth adjustment 

0 
KIDSflex in size 2, blackjred including u-shaped headrest, lateral supports,

shoulder supports, leg supports, abduction block, seat angular 

adjustment and swivel 

KIDSflex in size 2, blackjblue including u-shaped headrest,

lateral supports and swivel 

variable, arrestable back angular adjustment 
(default feature) 

variable seat depth adjustment 

(range of 6cm, default feature) 



... multifarious, like your childs necessities 

The KIDSflex is a child seat especially modified for children on rehabilitation and contains adabtable 
and individually positionable lateral supports to control the childs lateral movement. Optional accesso
ries are available to ensure a comfortable and secure journey in the car: 

• Angular adjustment
• Swivel
• Leg supports
• ISOFIX- connector
• Impact pads ans security tray
• Abduction block
• Foot rest
• Variety of headrests
• Trunk supports
• Shoulder supports
• Security pad for the buckle

By means of those accesssories the individual needs of the child can 
be adressed, especially as the options are not mutually exclusive. 
Many modern vehicles are equipped with ISOFIX for which we 
provide suitable adapter units to install the seat perfect in the car. 

An important development is the 5-point seat belt. As it can be 
tigthen with only one move, it simplifes the daily life enormously. 

gradual angular 
adjustment 

Your supplier: 

headrest "Kick-Back" 
with patented predetermined 

bendinq points
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central quick lock for 
5-point harness

foot rest adjustable 
in height and angle 

HK-Care
Engvej 29
8860 Ulstrup
Denmark

www.hk-care.dk
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